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:-Argentinians Arrive Soon
IRussian

Students Here

A. distinguished group of visiting
students is now on campus and an-other is scheduled to arrive next week.
;Yesterday a contingent of Twelve
Russian students and three interpreters arrived for a visit with students
and professors.
At the time this issue of The Tech
w.ent to plress little was known about
Ira Jaffee,
the plans of the visitors.
i,'61, Beaver Key president and coordinator of the visit, said that the
plans depend entirely upon what the
students desire to see. It is known
that one of the students, who range
hi age from 25 to 30, is an engineer.
Little else is known about their educational background, however.
The Russians arrived yesterday af-

ternoon and after a short tour of the
institute were guests at a formal reception held in the Hayden Library
lounge. The reception was attended
by Beaver Key mernbers, deans, and
members of the foreign language and
humanities departments. Today they
are expected to split up to visit the
parts of the Institute which are of
interest to them.
The Russians will be followed at
the Institute by a group of Argentinian students who will be on campus
at least one day during their five day
stay in Boston the week of November
9-15. No other information has been
received about this group, according
to Bill Strauss, who is making the
arrangements for their visit.

NSA Representatives Speak With
Institute Committee This Thurs.
Two representatives from NSA will
speak to the Institute Committee at
the meeting this Thursday. The representatives include Harald Bakken,
a former national NSA president, and
Irv Stolberg, wvho was Campus International Administrator last year.
These delegates are coming in answer to a request to the NSA by the
Institute Committee. Their purpose
here will be to present the advantages
of the continued affiliation of MIT
w-ith the NSA.
The question of disaffiliation or
"drastic corrective action" came up
when the MIT delegation to the NSAsponsored National Student Congress
presented its foLrmal report to the Institute Committee last month. The

Finals Start Next Weekend

FOjisi

Delts Capture Playoff Vietories

Delta Tau Delta and Phi Gamma Delta grabbed playoff victories Sunday to complete the full slate of eight teams
scheduled to begin competition for the intramural football championships next weekend.
The Delts took the League I title with a 12-0 win over Delta Upsilon, which had tied for the lead with a 34-6 vicEtory Saturday in a make-up contest with Grad House. The Fijis edged Phi Delta Theta, 7-6, for the League II crown.
In the only other game which decided a league championship, Lambda Chi Alpha downed Senior House I 35-0
in League V. The victors had clinched a tie last weekend.
Finals Next Weekend
The championships will begin next Sunday with the Delts facing Beta Theta Pi and Lambda Chi Alpha meeting
Student House in the early gaines. The Phi Gamns will battle Sigma Alpha Epsilon and East Campus will meet Senior
House II in late afternoon contests.
The winners will play the following Sunday (November 15) for the "A" and "B" division titles. The losers will
play consolation tilts.
Bray Stars For Delts
Terry Bray, '62, passed for both touchdowns as the Delts gained their 12-0 victory over DU in the mud at Briggs
Field.
Bray hit Nick Kneen, '62, in the third quarter and spotted John Crissman, '61, in the final period. Dave Powell,
'60, led the Delt defensemen, who kept the ball in the DU half of the field most of the time.
Rain in the first half limited passing by both teams, but in the final stanza the DU aerials began to take effect
as four scoring opportunities were successful.
Fijis Win By Point
Quarterback Chuck Gamble, '62, connected on a 40-yard touchdown pass to Don Aucamp, '57, and followed with
k
a completion to Bob Williamson, '60,
folr Fijis gamne-winning extra point.
Fritz Frink, '61, outstanding on
both defense and offense for the losers,
irrr ·Ir-.·
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alertly intercepted a pitchout and ran
c
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*
untouched for the Phi Delts' lone score
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in the first half.
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However, the outstanding Fiji line,
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by ends Carl Swanson, '60,
headed
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and Pat McGovern, '59, contained the
1t
losers while the Fijis moved into scoring position several times.
i.
The game climaxed the outstanding
rivalry of the intramural season. Last
week the two teams played to a scoreless tie.
A disputed call on the final play of
the game led to a Pi Lambda Phi protest in a battle for the League IV
runner-up spot with Alpha Epsilon Pi.

i:
I

.e Fiiis' Bob Williamson, '59, catches Chuck Gamble's pass in the end zone {or the extra
J. Curtiss Wiler. '63
Point that won the game.

Pi Lams Protest
Pi Lambda Phi, leading 6-2 in the

report stated that too much of the
NSA's time is wasted by matters not
role
pertinent to "students in their
as students." This is supposed to be
the purpose of the NSA and it is the
only purpose that the Institute Conmmittee wvill accept as reason for participation in future NSA activities.
The alternative to disaffiliation, that
of "drastic corrective action", is in the
form of three recommendations; establishment of a MIT NSA Committee under the Institute Committee,
more funds from the Finance Board,
and a familiarization of MIT with the
NSA.
One of the main objections of the
Institute Committee to the NSA is
that the average student knows little
or nothing about the functioning, or
even the existence of the NSA. At
its previous meeting the Institute
Committee felt that if the NSA can
make itself known to the average student, then it can develop its potential
to the fullest.

Coeds Show Spirit
In Night Foray
MIT's coeds have once more arisen
to the call and have brought to life
the spirit of Freshman-Sophomore rivalry. Four sophomore maids desceaded on 120 Bay State Road at
4:30 Saturday morning to cook breakfast for their fresh counterparts. Before preparing the pancakes and coffee, the sophs removed all light bulbs,
storing them in the refrigerator, and
coated door handles of the freshmen
dorm with Vaseline.
The Freshmen damsels retaliated by
requiring their invaders to wash the
morning's dishes. Said one sophomore,
"Twas our just deserts."

closing seconds, fumbled in the backfield and AEPi's Sam Wilensky, '59,
caught the ball in the air and raced
for the winning score.
The mixup occurred when the referee, who had ruled the ball dead before Wilensky caught it, allowed the
score.
In League III action, Sigma Chi
downed Sigma Alpha Mu 13-0.
East Campus Wins
East Campus extended its winning
skein to three games with a victory
over Phi Sigma Kappa. In "B" division in action, Walker Student Staff
forfeited to Non-Resident Student
Assn. (their second forfeit of the season) and both Theta Xi and Phi Beta
Epsilon failed to appear for their
game.

MISS MARIE FILLEDESRUES
With all plans completed, the Junior
Prom Commnittee has nothing to look
forw-aird to but the very pleasant task
of counting proceeds and choosing a
queen from the list of +well-endowed
final ists.
Iha Jaffe, '61, Cominittee member
announced the following procedure regarding Saturday night. Couples will
not be admitted to the Armory until
8:00. One couple may reselwe a table,
but only one table. Only the Massachusetts Avenue entrance will be open.
No smoking rules will be enforced.
Strong Competition for Queen
Over five hundred students voted in
the JP Queen elections last week.
Despite strong competition from the
(late of a coed, who, according to Dave
Stare, '62, chairman of the contest,
"in the first day, was ahead by a
landslide," the girls pictured above,
received Tech's approval. Stare hastened to add that, although the male
entrant was disqualified, he would
have placed sixth.
Friday night the Committee wilI
meet with the five finalists and choose
the queen. Stare stated that the decision will be based upon poise as well
as good looks.
The five finalists, all escorted by
members of the class of '61, are:
#3, Miss Janet Teachout, a sophomore at BU, escorted by Bill Schonbein, Phi Delta Theta.
145, Miss IvIonika Schwvager, a junior
at the University of Pennsylvania,
escorted by Robert Zara, Phi Kappa
Sigma.
#7, Miss Nancy Jordan, a junior at
Wellesley College, escorted by Ted
Jannain, Sigma Nu.
#10, Miss Pale Sanger, a freshman
at Garland Junior College, escorted by
Jim Francis, Delta Upsilon.
#11, Miss Bobbie Perkins, a junior
at BU, escorted by Larry Roven,
Alpha Epsilon Pi.
#69, Miss Marie Filledesrues, transfer student from Lycee La Lanterne
Rouge, Marseille, escorted by Jean
Pierre Frankenhuis, Phi Beta Epsilon.
Jean Pierre withdrew Marie from the
race because "her parents entreated
him not to expose her innocence to
the eyes of the public."

TECH SHOW
All persons interested in writing
for future Tech Shows should attend
a workshop. this Thursday night at
eight in the Miller Room (basemenf
of Building 3.)
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Infmation P'lease
The recent announcement of the Ford Foundation grant
to revamp the undergraduate engineering curriculum has
caused something of ~.stir among the various engineering
departments. With this considerable amount of introspection and re-evaluation of purpose going on among the
faculty, which promises to bring forth some wide-reaching
changes in the Institute's educational policy, it seems incredible that so many students have no idea of what is
going on. But this is so, and the reason seems to be a lack
of information available to the student body. We understand that it is too early for the Institute to present definite
plans for the future curriculum, but there must be some
general concept in the minds of the faculty and administration as to the direction which the engineering school.will
take, or the Ford Foundation would not have honored their
proposal.
We definitely believe that it is time that the students,
who have their own opinions as to which courses are good
(or bad) and what changes should be made, should be
made aware of the future of the curriculum. Perhaps the
best way to do this would be to have another of President
Stratton's talks to the undergraduates, the first of which,
last year in Kresge, proved so successful. Certainly the
feedback would be worth the effort.
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2nd. BOY - So did I! And I looked at other people's
quizzes: they all got the same answer.
1st. BOY - I'm igoing to write home. My first hundred
at MIT!
(A week later)
1st. BOY - What was your class average?
2nd. BOY - Ninety-three! I got ninety-eight. A
stupid mistake. A sign error ...
1st. BOY- So did I ...
(One year later, about the same time)
1st. BOY - Hi, Walt. Did you take the quiz this
morning?
2nd. BOY - Yeah.
1st. BOY - What you got?
2nd. BOY -Two out of three.
1st. BOY -That's pretty good.
(One year later, about the same time)
1st. BOY -Hi Walt.
2nd. BOY - Hi Sam.
1st. BOY- What a stinker!
2nd. BOY - Yeah. I got answers, though....
1st. BOY - I couldn't finish....
2nd. BOY - Lousy day....
(One year later, about the same time)
1st. BOY - Got any?
2nd. BOY - Nope.
1st. BOY - I'.m getting out of here, as soon as my thesis
is over.
2nd. BOY -I'm writing home. Won't be there for
Christmas. Too much work....
1st. BOY - Yeah ....
(Some months later, just before June)
1st. BOY -Got it in today.
2nd. BOY I'm late .... Can't get anything out of it.
1st. BOY -Who cares?
(Three years later)
1st. BOY-- Hi Walt!
2nd. BOY--Hi Sam!
1st. BOY - What are you doing nowadays?
2nd. BOY - Working for a company. Three years of
apprenticeship. And you?
1st. BOY - Practicing in industry. Two and a half
years.
MORAL: It's never too late to learn.
Jean Pierre Frankenhuis, '61

In reference to your October 30, 1959 editorial, '"The
Missing Service," we must agree that the Endicott conferences have been of value in the past. It is our belief that
future conferences could be of equal or greater value.
The Endicott conferences have not been forgotten. Two
such gatherings planned for this term are a session on
scholarship and a session on pre-initiatory activities.
One of the reasons for the success of past Endicott conferences has been the fact that the participants knew in
advance that there was good reason for calling the meetings. An example would be the conference of house presidents normally held at the end of rush week. This year, it
was felt by the IFC executive committee that there were no
rushing rules which had caused particular hard feelings,
and therefore, a conference on this subject would not be
useful or necessary. This opinion was borne out by the r~evilew
fact that the rushing rules were unanimously accepted by
the IFC for re-use next year.
Last Friday night, the Drama Shop presented another in
It is the philosophy of the IFC to provide a maximum of its series of one acts. For the most part, it was a successful
services to the member houses, and one of these services is evening.
the exchange of ideas. Conferences such as those held at
The second play on the program, A Tale of Chelm, from
Endicott House must never be forgotten. But, by the same The lVorld of Sholom Aleichem, was the highlight of the
token, it is important to have good reason for calling them, evening. While the weird lighting, reminiscent of Paul
so that their value does not drop. The IFC will continue Wegner's film The Goletz, hardly seemed suited to Aleito place services at the disposal of its member fraternities. chem's comedy, the rest of the production was, for the most
At the same time, it will do all in its power to make sure part, very fine. The direction could have been a bit tighter;
that the ideas and services it does present are of definite the occasionally overlong pauses between scenes, and even
use and interest to the greatest possible number of fraternity at times between lines, slowed down the play. This can be
men.
disastrous, especially in a comedy. However, the fine charAll of us who hold office within the IFC know that we acterizations of the Malamud and the Book Peddler more
are there to senre to the best of our abilities. The sense of than compensated for any technical difficiencies which
responsibility to fraternity ideas and the National Inter- could have been caused by insufficient rehearsal time - the
fraternity Conference criteria remains with us, and we will play was only in production for nine days.
do our utmost to continue to meet these responsibilities.
The first play, a truncated version of Bertolt Brecht's
Joseph A. Verderber, '60 seventeen scene work The Private Life of the Master Race,
Chairman for the IFC
was not as successful. While director Paul Brumby should
be congratulated for finally bringing a Brecht work to MIT,
TO THE EDITOR:
perhaps he could have made a better choice. Since Brecht's
I am in no way connected with and, outside of what you theatre cidepends, to a great extent, on its epic proportions,
have printed, have no knowledge of the facts in the recent cutting down a rather long play to four short scenes could
only reduce its impact. Would it not have been better to
troubles of the Tech Flying Club.
However, one thing is very clear to me. The Tech has choose a shorted Brecht work such as The Exception awd
uniintentionally smeared Mr. Hudock. What I am referring the Rule?
The audience response to this work was almost frightento is the fact that although the accusations against him made
ing.
While the production was not very good, the tragedy
banner headlines on page 1, the vote of confidence which
Brecht
was describing was nevertheless apparent. Perhaps
cleared him was on your last page.
it
is
understandable
that MIT students should find some
The fact that you did report his reinstatement shows
an attempt to do a job of responsible reporting. However, lines about General Relativity hilarious. What is inexcuthe differences in manner of reporting the incidents was sable, though, is that they should laugh, almost continuone more in the series of mistakes which have given many ously, during the scene depicting the disintegration of
family life in Nazi Germany. One can only hope that their
a low opinion of your paper.
senses
of humor improve before they become the nation's
H. L. Elman, '60
scientists and leaders!
Peter Yamin, '60
The nzews policy of anzy newespaper allowes it to mnake
editorial decisions of the tyipe mentioned in Mr. Elman's
letter, namely, wLhat stories are to be run and Chat enzphasis shall be given to a particular story. In2 azny issue, the
most current stories are 'run2on the ftront page and stories of

more limited ilterest must be placed elsewhere. We did
not inZtenZd any malice to Mr. Hudock and feel that his reinstatement was adequately covered. Newes Ed.
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VOLKSWACGON IN BOSTON
Charles Street Garage
144 Charles Street
CA 7-7460
Glenn 'E. Whitham, 42, President
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Attention Outdoorsmen
Save on War Surp us
· Warmest Winter Parkas ·

Nylon Ski Parkas -

$9.95 to $19.95

$6.95

· Heavy, warm wool crewneck sweaters -

$6.95

· Leafher Gloves, all types, $1.98 and up
O Headquarters for insulated clothing end Footwear
E

Largest Variety at Lowest Prices
· Army Down Sleeping Bag Reissue $12.95
HEADQUARTERS For The Mountaineering & Outing Clubs

Central War S3urplus
433 Massachuseffs Avenue
Central Square -
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"ALL IS NOT GOLD"
Seems like everybody had a crack at this piece
of homely philosophy, but the originator seems
to be Geoffrey Chaucer, in "The House of
Fame", Book i:
''Hyt is not aol gold that glareth''
"COUNT
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Was there any limit to the talents of Thomas
Jefferson? Statesman, scientist, architect-he also
authored this admonition:
"When angry, count ten before you speak;
if very angry, a hundred. "
O
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T-Shirts

The most respected, creative name in underwear is Jockey
brand. It stands to reason, then, that Jockey brand T-shirts
are unmatched for quality as well as styling. You can
choose from standard crew neck T-shirt, "taper-tee" shirt,
sleeveless i-shirt, and V-neck T-shirt models. Every man
needs a drawer full of T-shirts--and the label to look for
is Jockey brand. Let it guide you to the world's finest
underwear.
fashioned by the house of

Entered as second class ratter at the post office at Boston, Massachusetts. Published every Tuesday and Friday during the college year,
except college vacations, by THE TECH - Walker Memorial, Cambridge 39, Mass. Telephones TRowbridge 6-5855-6 or UNiversity
4-6900, Ext. 2731. Twenty-four hour answering service: TR 6-5855.
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1st. BOY - How did you do?
2nd. BOY - Very well. It was very easy. What did
you get for your first problem?
1st. BOY - Thirty-sevenl and a half.

Xenneth F. Reinschmidt '60 ............................................................ Chairman
Managing Editor
John B. Stevenson '60 .....................................................
Peter M. Silverberg '60 ....................................................
Business Manager
David W. Packer '59 ........................................................................
Editor
Linda H. Greiner '60 ................................................................ News Editor
Abraham Feinberg '60 ............................................................ Sports Editor
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MIT Stuodents to wear our tuxedos at all
your prorms.

Brookline

Formal Wear -

342 Harvard St., Brookline -

t
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AS 7-1312.

Program
Schedule
Wednesday
7:30-8:45 A.M.
5:00 P.M.
6:00
8:35
8:50
9:00
1:00 A.M.

Rise and Shine
Caravan

7:30-8:45 A.M.
5:00
6:00
7:00
8:35

Rise and Shine
Caravan

Clyde Reedy Show
Campus
News

Classical Music
Sign-off

Thursday

1:50
9:00

I

1:00 A.M.

Jazz

Bob Nagro Show
Limelight Review
News
Classical Music
Sign-off
Friday

7:30-8:45 A.M.
5:00 P.M.
6:00
7:00
8:00
8:35

8:50
9:00

2:00 A.M.

Rise and Shine
Caravan
Jazz

Fiesta
Baton Society
Campus
News
Nile Owl request show
Sign-off
Saturday

5:00 P.M.
7 :00
8:50

The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

9:00

-

--

- ---

--

--

2:00 A.M.

Sports Roundup
Jazz
News
Nite Owl requeest show
Sign-off
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1 Cross Countrymen

Beaten by Wesleyan
A fighting cross country team ran
up against a tough Wesleyan squad
last Friday afternoon at Franklin
Park and camie out second best 16-44,
with the Beaver yearlings meeting a
similar fate 16-39. Every one of the
varsity harriers posted the best time
of his career, but the hill and dalers
just did not have the horses to stay
with the boys from MIiddletown.
The visitors set a blistering pace
for the first mile, with all eight WTesleyan runners in front shortly after
the start. But the home squad, looking good on the uphill grades for the
first time this season, fought back to
gain three of the initial ten spots.
However, this was not enough as
Wesleyan swept the first four places
to win.
Co-Captains Dan Oliver, '60 and
Bob Mullen, '60, led the Engineers,
finishing fifth and seventh in 21:23
and 21:37, respectively. Rounding out
the first five welre Herb Wegener, '61,
ninth, and Ed AicCarltney, '60, and
Herb Grieves, '60,
eleventh and
twelfth. Following were Steve Banks,
'62, Paul Robertson, '61, George Ioup,
'(2, Phil Nelson. 'G62,and Brian Tunstall, '62, 14th through 18th.
Tom Goddard showed
great improveement in taking fifth spot for the
freshmen, followed by Rog Hinrichs,
Chuck Sigwart, Pete Hierl, and Jeff
Gibson, 7th through 10th.

See ilRussia

-i n 1960

IBM1

Economy Student/Teacher summer
tours, American conducted, from $495.
[ Russia by Motorcoach. 17-days
from Warsaw or Helsinki. Visit rural
towns plus mniajor cities.
Ml Diarnond Grand Tour. Russia,
Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia,
Western Europe highlights.
[ Collegiate Circle. Black Sea
Cruise. Russia. Poland, Czechoslovakia, Scandinavia, Benelux, W. Europe.
ID Easter, Europe Adventure. First
time available. Bulgaria, Roumania,
Russia, Poland. Czechoslovakia, Western Europe scenic route.
m See your Travel Agent or write

WILL {NTERVIEW

NOV. 18

Maupintour
400 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.

Ed

.

IBM invites candidates fui Bachelor's or Masters Degrees to discuss
opportunities in Manufacturing, Product Development, Programming
-lid Research ................ positions throughout the United States.

Ltl)oratories and manulfacturing facilities are located in Endicott, Kings-

I

tort, Owego, PoLughlikeepsie, Yorktownll, N. Y.; Burlington, Vt.; Sanl Jose,

I

Calif.; Lexinlgton, Ky.; and Ptochester, Minlln. Corporate headquarters is
located ill New York, with 192 branch offices in cities throughout the
Unrited States. Thle IBM representative will be glad to discuss with you
the type of calreelr of palrticular interest to vou. IBM offers:
o Leadership in the development of information-handling systems.

o New application s for data processing and advances in computer
technology.
o Favorable climate for continued career growth.
o Opportiunities for a wide range of academic backgroulnds and
talents.
Contact yorll College Placemenelt Officel to arrange an appointment for

a personal interview with the IBM representative.
If you cannot attend the interview, call or write:
Mr. P. H. Bradley, Branch Manager

i

IBM Corporation, Dept. 868

I

1730 Cambridge St.
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Unirvers!y

66990
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Delta Upsilon Takes IM Wrestling;
Capture Three First to Win Easily
Capturing three first places in the seven divisions, Delta Upsilon easily
won the intramural wrestling championships Friday evening and Saturday
evening in Rockwell Cage. The DU's also had a third and a fourth to help boost
their total to 70 points, well ahead of second place Sigma Chi's 45, while defending titlist Delta Tau Delta tied for ninth spot in the team competition.
The victors scored in the low weight classes as they won the 129, 137 and
147 pound individual contests. Jim Evans, '63, earned ten points for DU with
his decision over Theta Chi's Anderson in the lightest division to decide first
place. Eric Arens, '61, stopped another Theta Chi, D. Manchester, '63, in the
137 pound finale. In the 137 pound class, Dave Latham, '61, earned the honors
when he outgrappled Beta Theta Pi's Gary Bickel, '62, who had won this division
last fall.
Runner-up Sigma Chi had a pair of champions by taking the 157 and 177
pound crowns. The former class was won by M. Williams, '63, when he topped
Jim Omura, '62, of East Campus, while Bill Kendall, '61, downed Delta Tau
Delta's John Crissman,'61, in the last round of the 177 pound competition.
H. Graves, '63, of Sigma Nu edged Charles Sparks, '62, o£ Sigma Alpha
Epsilon "B" in the 167 pound wrestie-off, and Phi Delta Theta's Ray Landis, '61,
proved to be the best of the unlimited weight matmen with Roger Gerstenfeld,
'62, of Pi Lambda Phi runner-up.
Theta .Chi took third with 43 points,
MIT Humanities Series 1959-60
just two ahead of Sigma Nu. SAE
presents
"B" was fifth with 38 while their "A"
second series concert
team garnered sixth. East Campus
was edged by one for seventh spot by
- CAMERA CONCERTIPhi Delta Theta.
chamber orchestra of strings
The eighteen team meet was manwith horns and oboes
aged by Paul Olmstead, '62.
I
Sunday

Coast Guard Edged

2-1 by Soccermen;
Rhee Scores Twice

3:00 P.M.
MIT

November 15
Kresge Auditoriurn

~-

1960 YOLKSWAGON
Immediate Delivery
Rockwell Motors

AUTOMOBILE BODY REPAIRING & REFINISHING

83 Bridge Street
Dedham
DA 6-5830

E. W. PRKINS
Tel. ELiot 4-9100

31 LANSDOWNE STRe
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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Give Her Flowers Fromr

Making the shift from halfback to
center forward a successful one, Dail
Rhee, '60, scored two goals to earn the I
varsity soccer team a 2-1 victory over I
Coast Guard at New London last Saturday. Both squads' play suffered because of light rain and a muddy field.
Goaltending in his usual outstanding way, MIT netminder Giorgio Emo,
'62, provided one of the highlights of
a fairly drab game when he stopped
a penalty shot in the fourth quarter.
The home team held the lead for a
few minutes in the first period when
they booted in a rebound of a shot
made on a fast break. However, Rhee
knotted the score at twentv minutes
on a short kick after the Coast Guard
goalie had stopped two others.
Several seconds remained in the
third quarter when Rhee booted home
the clincher from twenty yards out,
to make the team's record 4-2-2.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 19,9
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Tickets $1.75 (reserved) {rom MIT Music
Office or UN 4-6900, Ext. 3210

&.Speed of sound
5. Gas mak acomeback
8. Plate that's
sometimes
slipped
12. French friend
13. Cause of less
fond hearts?
15. Kindofwelcome
Kools never get
17. River girl
18. Kind of active
19. To get to Paris
- you must go_
22. Gal who's
almost married
23. Small
24. Forever
(arehaic)
25. It's handy in
the hole
27. Self ender
28. Stick around
29. Little dealer
30. Terry type
31. Half a year
32. Beatnik
adornments
33. It's a kind of
relief
34. Snake in the
grasp
35. Vulnerable
spots
43. Bilko had'emr
44. Movie part
45. Movie star
46. A start in
Georgetown
47. You -me
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Flowers For All Occasions
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2. I love (Latin)
3. Worn by union
lettermen?
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a carcass
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7. Whiz word
8. Discourage,
but partly
determined
9. Hazer
10. For who's
counting
11. Game found
in Kenyon
14. Floral offering
16: Start reading
19. Felt about
Andie?
20. What grouses
always have?
21. Kools leave
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22. Min's opposite
number
26. Good lookers
28. Salesmen who
deal in bars
30. Gears do it
32. What Willie's
voice isn't
33. Bachelor's
better half
36. It's in a league
by itself
37. Lloyd's Register
(abbr.)
38. Record not
for DeeJays
39. Cornpass point
40. Slippery
customer
41. Meadow
42. Roguish
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20 Norfolk Street
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Cambridge, Mass.
In Central Square
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.. As can RCA Engineer

there's no"maintenance cost'with a
Merchant's THRIFrlCHECK account
You know what they say about the fairer sex...'"It's not
the initial cost-it's the upkeep."
Here's the only Thrifticheck Service with no monthly maintenance charge...just 83.00 for 24 checks (get a math major to
figure out unit cost for you). So unlike a woman-but so practical for the student financier. (Your name is imprinted on each
check). But that's not all.
1. You get fast, 24 hour reorder service (if you start writing
checks like they're going out of style).
2. You receive a complete statement, showing all entries, each
quarter. (This is a very revealing document-and invaluable in
controlling your madder impulses).
3. You may bank at any Merchants Office. Our Kenmore Square
office is probably handiest for you.
So, drop everything-and live. Open a Merchants National
Thrifticheck Account today. Keep yourself in check-with no
monthly maintenance charge.

of radar, airborne electronics, computers,
missile electronics, television, radio and other
equipment fields, as well as in electron tubes,
semiconductor materials and devices, and
space electronics.

Receive your MS in Electrical Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering or Phvsics at RCA s
expense. through the RCA Graduate Study
Program. At the same time, you're beginning
your RCA career as an engineer on a fully
professional level, getting a head start in the
field you prefer. RCA pays the full cost of
vour tuition. fees and approved texts while
vou take graduate study part-time at the University of Pennsylvania'or Rutgers University.
Or, you may prefer a different path ahead . . .
RCA Design and Development Specialized
Training. Here is another of RCA's programs for careers, in which you begin by
working full-time on planned technical assignments. Experienced engineers and interested
management guide your progress. You may
receive assignments in design and development

Your experience or advanced education may
point your way to direct assignment. Dozens
of RCA engineering fields lie open to the man
who's thoroughly acquainted with the direction he wants to take and whose qualifications
open this path to him.
There's a lot more that's extremely interesting
about an RCA engineering career. You shoul
have these facts to make a wise decision about
your future. Get them in person very soon
when an RCA engineering management representative arrives on campus-

Novemnber 12, 13
r. Robert

Right now, see your placement officer. Get squared
atvay on a spec.fic timne for your interview. And get
your copies of the brochures that also help to fill you in
on the RCA picture. If you're tied up when RCA's
representative is here, send a resume to the address
shown at right:A

aklisc, Manger

College Relations, Dept. CR-S
Radio Corporation of Ameries

Camden 2, N. J.
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Tomorrow----
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WHERE THE MAN YOU
TALK TO IS THE BANEK
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South
Station

513 Boyston St.

South Station o S13 Boylston St. e

28 State St. e 31 Milk St.
Offices:
62 Beacon St.
3
irminha arway, Brighton.C.
642 Beacon St. · 30 Birmingham Parkway, Brighton
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Tomorrow is here foday at RCA
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4. Greetings
5. Verb gold
diggers dig
6. Box found in
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